
I’m Jonathan Morgan and I’m here today to talk to you about an exciting new open collaborative system 
that I believe could prove to be a very productive site of qualitative and quantitative analysis for years to 
come. 



Why Wikipedia? As open collaborations grow, the task of coordinating activity becomes more challenging. 
Integrating the contributions of a huge number of users into a coherent, high quality product requires coordination 
among many people.  



We have learned, as a research community, a lot about collaboration from studying Wikipedia. Most of our work 
focused on how Wikipedia worked in its early days, and how it grew. Now that Wikipedia is a mature collaboration, 
does it still have anything new to teach us? 



I’m going to talk about WikiProjects. One of the primary ways Wikipedia editors coordinate activity across multiple 
articles.  
 
WikiProjects are sets of editor-facing pages that Wikipedians use to coordinate work activities that span multiple 
pages, such as articles within a topic, like writing and improving all the articles related to feminism on the 
encyclopedia.  
 
WikiProjects don’t control the content pages they focus on, and you don’t have to belong to a project to edit certain 
articles or participate in the WikiProject workspace. What’s more, anyone can create a new WikiProject, even if it’s 
goals or work activities overlap with existing projects. 
 
Over a thousand WikiProjects have been created over Wikipedia’s 12 year history, tens of thousands of Wikipedia 
editors have participated in these projects. Hundreds of these projects are active today. 
 



There has been a great deal of research on WikiProjects already. The view of WikiProjects that has emerged from 
this view is that WikiProjects are engines of collaborative-creation: they focus on an encyclopedia topics, coordinate 
editors work as they create and expand those articles, and also develop local tools, such as subject-specific style 
guides, and other resources to support tasks within their scope.  



The conventional view of WikiProjects was developed from analysis of data during the era of Wikipedia’s history I 
like to call “peak editing”, like peak oil, when there was huge demand for creating new content, but also plenty of  



However, one strand of research that has largely been pursued since after the peak editing period has shown that 
there have been dramatic shifts in community dynamics since 2007:  
-  The rate of new article creation has slowed 
-  The population of active editors peaked and began to slowly decline, to roughly 66% of its 2007 peak 
-  the social climante, particularly how Wikipedia treats newcomers, has changed dramatically 
-  And the way editors use certain coordination mechanisms, such as policies and guidelines, has changed, with a 

decline in the creation and revision of hard-and-fast rules and a proliferation of informal advice and best 
practices 



The current study began, in 2011, as an open-ended investigation of content-focused WikiProjects, with interviews 
with members of WikiProject Military History. However, in the process of exploring the WikiProject ecology, we 
began to notice that the conventional view of WikiProjects didn’t always hold true of the projects we was seeing.  
 
For example, many of the most active WikiProjects didn’t seem to fit the mold. Here’s a list of the most active 
WikiProjects over the past year. You’ll see that many of the projects on this list don’t seem to fit that mold. What 
kind of articles does WikiProject “deletion sorting” edit? What kind of work does WikiProject “Articles for Creation” 
do? 



As my colleagues and I continued to investigate WikiProject pages and talk to WikiProject members, we began to 
formulate a theory that WikiProjects were being used to play a variety of important roles in Wikipedia. Not just for 
creating content, but also 
-  Building tools and community policing 
-  teaching newcomers and answering questions and resolving disputes 
-  Rescuing orphaned articles from deletion 
-  Dealing with minutae and backlogs of editing tasks that spanned the entire encyclopedia 
-  And even brainstorming new solutions to community problems 

Many of these roles may already have been filled by other community processes, roles, and mechanisms, such as 
Administrators, help desks, policies and committees. Why did they need WikiProjects focused on these issues? 



One possible reason why WikiProjects may have begun to take on new areas of work is that in complex systems 
like Wikipedia, new problems and opportunities emerge unexpectedly over time. 



Wikiprojects, being highly adaptable, informal mechanisms, evolved to fill these new niches. In this scenario, 
Wikiprojects as a genre were originally created for the purpose of coordinating article editing activity, but they have 
evolved over time, like the beaks of Darwin’s finches, into multiple species that to suit specialized purposes. Some 
of which look very different from their ancestors. 
 
 



This led us to come up with an alternative framing for the work of these unconventional projects. If conventional 
WikiProjects are defined by their goals to improve the quality and coverage of article content, within the scope of a 
particualar topic, by performing a variety of creation, curation, and support tasks related to that topic. Alternative 
projects are defined negatively as those that don’t fit this mold. For instance, if a project takes the whole 
encyclopedia as its scope, or focuses on some kind of content that is not encyclopedia articles, or eschews a 
content-focus entirely. 





To answer these questions, we first gathered a sample of a large number of Wikiprojects that were currently or 
formerly active. In order to develop an understanding that encompassed both conventional and alternative projects.  
-  edit logs of user’s on-site activities and differences between different cohorts of editors. 
-  interviews with Wikipedia editors to understand their motivations, their individual workflows and their group 

collaboration practices. 



Defining alternative projects as ‘not conventional’ and leaving it there isn’t particularly informative. In order to come 
up with a more nuanced undestanding of the work these projects do, we turned to Kriplean, Beschastnikh and 
McDonald’s classification scheme for Barnstars, which are informal awards that Wikipedia editors give each other 
to acknowledge valued work. 
 



Previous work found that barnstars can be categorized according to seven dimensions of wikiwork. In our study we 
classified Alternative WikiProjects according to these seven dimensions as well. For purposes of this presentation, 
I’ll only talk about the top four of them. 



After identifying alternative projects through an initial round of coding, we re-coded the alternative projects 
according to the primary type of wikiwork they identified in their project goals, scope and tasks. 



In the next section I present a sampling of our findings from our coding of wikiprojects, analysis of wikiproject 
participation over time, and case studies drawn from interviews with wikiproject participants and examinations of 
wikiproject pages. 



Most previous wikiproject research has operationalized WikiProject work as edits to articles within the project’s 
scope. But if these alternative projects don’t edit a particular topic area, or possibly don’t even focus on direct article 
editing at all, they haven’t been analyzed by previous research. However, in terms of the amount of coordination 
and communication happening on the projects themselves, they seem to be some of the most active on Wikipedia. 
How many of these projects are there? What kind of work are they doing? And how does their work complement 
that of conventional projects?  
 
More broadly, how can understanding the work of alternative projects help us understand how the work of 
WikiProjects as a whole changed over time? And what does that say about coordination practices in mature open 
collaborations more generally? 



A decrease of 56% unique (registered, non-bot) editors since peak for conventional wikiprojects, only 13% for 
alternative WikiProjects. 



The research team also classified a set of 900 WikiProjects according to whether they fit the conventional or 
alternative mode. We found that participation in conventional WikiProjects had peaked in 2007, and was actually 
declining more steeply than on Wikipedia as a whole, possibly because most major topic areas had adequate 
coverage—the low hanging fruit hypothesis again.  
 
However, participation in alternative WikiProjects was actually growing by some measures. Editors were 
participating in these projects more than ever, and new ones were still being founded.  













Drawn from interviews and analysis of the project goals, scope and tasks 









The implications for these studies are that WikiProjects were an adaptable model for self-organized collaborative 
work that is versatile enough to effectively coordinate a wide variety of tasks, not just editing encyclopedia articles, 
and that the projects people participated in most had shifted over time in response to changes in the community’s 
needs, and the nature of valuable work on Wikipedia. 
 
Our content analysis, performed on data from 2012, and my interviews, also showed that WikiProjects had not 
become increasingly formalized, as has the Wikipedia policy environment: there are still no rules for who could 
participate and how. The lightweight model of collaboration that many WikiProjects employed did not require 
bureaucracy to maintain, and since WikiProjects had no official control over anything, they existed largely outside of 
the formal, top-down bureaucracy that has gradually formed within Wikipedia. In other words, they’re still very open. 
 











This demonstrates that the WikiProject Council filled a unique niche, and also that it developed a novel mechanism 
for supporting that use case. 





I performed two sets of empirical research studies. One on the constitution and evolution of Wikipedia’s community 
rules: the policy environment 
 
The other on the way editors organize work through informal project teams called WikiProjects. Both of these 
studies have a lateral and longitudinal component: examining similarities between groups, and over time. 
 
The third piece of my dissertation is a design intervention informed by the empirical studies. With a team at the 
Wikimedia Foundation, I designed and launched a new WikiProject called the Teahouse that focused on providing 
better socialization and peer support for new Wikipedia editors, with the goal of encouraging a larger and more 
diverse set of them to stick around and become Wikipedians. 
 
Next, I’ll summarize the first two studies. Then, I’ll describe the design and evaluation of the Teahouse. Finally, I’ll 
discuss a few intriguing directions for future work.  







Previous research on WikiProjects has generally analyzed these projects as groups, have often focused on the 
mechanisms those projects use to support group collaboration, and have used group theories to examine the 
dynamics of WikiProjects. For example, how project members pursue group goals, form common bonds, and 
develop a sense of common identity. 
 
Framing WikiProjects as collaborating groups seems appropriate given what we know about them: projects develop 
group goals, define group tasks, and provide lists of group members, and project members interact with one 
another in a shared workspace.  
 
They provide ways for editors to identify with the project, and also to collaborate directly with other group members. 
 
And as I mentioned before, some projects also engage in group collaboration and provide engaging ways for 
members to advertise their affiliation with the group. 
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Previous research has also often focused on larger and more active WikiProjects. It has found that many of these 
projects exhibit complex group dynamics and that they are often intensely collaborative. WIkiProject Military History, 
for example, one of the oldest and most active projects on Wikipedia, is very organized.,  
 
This and other major projects have developed sophisticated coordination mechanisms.  



In previous work, we discovered that the majority of discussions on WikiProject talk pages are reflect a rather 
lightweight approach to collaboration: the largest category of request posts were to provide targeted advice or 
information that helped an editor perform a task independently. The second largest category was information-only 
posts, that did not contain any request at all. The third largest category were requests to participate in a discussion 
on another forum on Wikipedia. Requests to edit collaboratively (whether on articles or on non-article content) 
comprised only 7% of our data. 
 
The overall implications of these findings were that WikiProject collaboration practices are less like traditional 
project teams in organizations and more like open collaborations in a different domain that have been extensively 
studied: open source software projects. Tasks are self-assigned, membership is transient, and that coordination 
work is loosely coupled from production work: some people elect to manage the project workspace, while others 
tend to focus more on the set of work tasks the project focuses on. 
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